relish the tuberous roots of some species of arrowhead, hence the common names of duck potato or swamp potato are used in some parts of the country.

Water smartweed, *Polygonum amphibium*, is a member of the buckwheat family, Polygonaceae. The quickest way to confirm identification of a smartweed, when a pink, white, or greenish flower spike is seen along with alternating lanceolate leaves, is to check the jointed stem. If there is a sheath or stem extension at the base of each leaf petiole covering each joint or node, it is a *Polygonum*.

Smartweed species are generally distributed over the United States.

Waterprimroses, *Jussiaea* spp., are members of the evening-primrose family, Onagraceae. Waterprimrose is a rooted emergent genus. Species of waterprimrose (*J. repens* var. *glabrescens*, *J. californica*, and *J. grandiflora*) form mats of vegetation due to the air-holding capacity of stems. Roots are embedded in marginal shallow areas, and vast mats spread outward from the shoreline. Leaves are willowlike; long and slender. Flowers have 5 yellow petals, and are borne in the axils of leaves. The fused petals form a long tube connecting the flower stalk with the open petals. The ovary is long and slender and produces many seeds. Waterprimrose has an underground stem which sends up new shoots intermittently.

Waterwillow, *Justicia (Dianthera) americana*, (An alternate Brazilian elodea (*Elodea densa*)

Submersed Weeds: Anathema To Boaters, Swimmers, Fishermen

Submersed aquatics are the second group of important weeds. These weeds usually grow entirely under water, but leaves may reach the surface when growth is dense. They may or may not be rooted. Submersed aquatics do not have enough supporting tissue in their stems to maintain an erect posture out of water. Many submerged species do develop short flower stalks which may extend above the water surface for fertilization. This is an ephemeral occurrence and reproductive parts usually bend into the water after pollination.

Submersed weeds are the most troublesome group of aquatic plants that occur in irrigation and drainage ditches. Underwater weeds clog waterways, collect silt, and reduce flow to agricultural fields under irrigation.

One of the most common submerged aquatics is *Elodea (Anacharis)* spp., sometimes simply called waterweed. Since waterweed is such a nondescriptive term, we shall refer to this weed as elodea. *Elodea* is a favorite "seaweed" for use in goldfish bowls. Although it is normally rooted, it is easily fragmented and can survive as a floating plant or plant parts. This factor is important when controlling weeds of this sort. Chainning and plowing do not kill it, but merely spread the infestation.

*Elodea* is normally found in calcareous or hard water, water which contains dissolved calcium minerals. It grows rapidly, frequently branching from nodes. Each node is represented by a genus or species in parentheses indicates that either name may be found in texts depending upon date of publication. The first name is preferred.) has leaves similar to true willows (*Salix* spp.), but waterwillow, being herbaceous in nature, is not related to the woody species. This member of the family *Acanthaceae* is widespread throughout the eastern half of the United States.

Waterwillow is a perennial with thick creeping rootstocks. It reaches a height of about 5 feet. Leaves are willowlike, opposite on the stem and entire (not toothed or scalloped around the edges). Flowers are purple. Waterwillow is found nearer the edge of a lake or pond and does not spread lakeward. It can also survive out of water, but thrives when partly submerged.

Submersed Weeds: Anathema To Boaters, Swimmers, Fishermen

Submersed aquatics are the second group of important weeds. These weeds usually grow entirely under water, but leaves may reach the surface when growth is dense. They may or may not be rooted. Submersed aquatics do not have enough supporting tissue in their stems to maintain an erect posture out of water. Many submerged species do develop short flower stalks which may extend above the water surface for fertilization. This is an ephemeral occurrence and reproductive parts usually bend into the water after pollination.

Submersed weeds are the most troublesome group of aquatic plants that occur in irrigation and drainage ditches. Underwater weeds clog waterways, collect silt, and reduce flow to agricultural fields under irrigation.

One of the most common submerged aquatics is *Elodea (Anacharis)* spp., sometimes simply called waterweed. Since waterweed is such a nondescriptive term, we shall refer to this weed as elodea. *Elodea* is a favorite "seaweed" for use in goldfish bowls. Although it is normally rooted, it is easily fragmented and can survive as a floating plant or plant parts. This factor is important when controlling weeds of this sort. Chainning and plowing do not kill it, but merely spread the infestation.

*Elodea* is normally found in calcareous or hard water, water which contains dissolved calcium minerals. It grows rapidly, frequently branching from nodes. Each node is represented by a
whorl (circle) of leaves described as straplike, relatively long and flat. Often the stem grows to such a length that it breaks, and sends out new roots to become established in another place. Vegetative propagation is the prominent means of reproduction, although elodea does reproduce by seed. Sometimes male and female flowers are found on the same plant. Flowers are small and inconspicuous, found growing near stem tips. While developing, the flowers grow on slender filaments to the surface where pollination may take place.

There are two common species of Elodea. Most widespread is Elodea canadensis, American elodea. This native North American plant became a pest of waterways in Europe soon after it was introduced there.

Elodea densa, Brazilian elodea, is a large species introduced from South America. It is commonly used in aquaria and outdoor pools. It has adjusted to the wild and is now found throughout North America. As the name suggests, leaves grow in a dense whorl around the stem.

Watermilfoils “Smother” Oysters

Another troublesome weed of inland lakes and coastal flats is watermilfoil, family Haloragidaceae, genus Myriophyllum. There are about 20 species of this important aquatic weed. Stems of watermilfoil are not greatly branched; leaves occur either in whorls or are alternate on stems. Leaves are finely dissected (featherlike) or branched.

One very important pest species, parrotfeather, Myriophyllum brasiliense (proserpinacoide), was introduced from South America. It is common along streams, brooks, drainage and irrigation ditches. Reproductive structures and foliage of parrotfeather protrude above the water. It is a pest along the east coast, in Florida and California. Beds of watermilfoil have been known to be so thick that herbicide granules could not penetrate the mat of weeds.

Various watermilfoils have adapted to different water types. No single general statement can be made regarding water and its relationship to milfoil. Some are adapted to hard water and are usually found over a limestone bed. Others are found in noncalcareous waters, and one imported species, eurasian watermilfoil (M. spicatum), has adapted to living near the sea in water intermediate in salt content between sea water and fresh water. In these areas, heavy stands of eurasian watermilfoil interfere with oyster farming by killing young oysters and hampering harvesting operations. Thick mats impede water movement, reduce microscopic oyster food, and lower water oxygen content (Steenis and Stotts, 1961). This weed is also a pest in some inland waters.

All watermilfoils are basically alike in that they have very fine, feathery leaves. They are all “rooted” to the bottom by a weak horizontal underwater stem from which new plants sprout.

Coontail, Ceratophyllum demersum, is a notorious member of the family Ceratophyllaceae. Coontail is found in every state in the country. It will be found in lakes and ponds where there are sufficient nutrients and organic matter. Wherever it grows, it is usually a plentiful and dominant species. Recognized by the stem with whorled leaves which bears a resemblance to the tail of a raccoon, coontail has fine forked, pointed leaves. Each leaf in the whorl radiating from the stem has “teeth” or barbs along one edge. This characteristic identifies coontail readily. Coontail appears olive green when viewed through clear water.

Coontail has no roots but is often found with its basal stalk embedded in soft mud early in
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the growing season. Late in the summer, mats of coontail will float on the surface and drift with wind and water currents. This weed may collect in one portion of a pond or lake and make it entirely unusable for recreational purposes (Hiltibrand, 1961).

An aquatic weed which could, at a hasty glance, be taken for coontail is *Cabomba caroliniana* or fanwort. Cabomba is classed by some as a member of the waterlily family, Nymphaceae. It, too, grows entirely submersed. Close observation reveals that leaves are finely divided, but are more fanlike and blunt tipped. They do not have “teeth,” as does coontail. Leaves are attached oppositely to the stem rather than in whorls; they are covered with a gelatinous slime, typical of some waterlilies. Cabomba grows entirely under water except from May to September when the plant sends tiny white flowers to the surface along with tiny peltate (shield-shaped) leaves which give a clue as to waterlily kinship.

**Sago is Toughest Pondweed**

Next on the list of submersed aquatic weeds are the pondweeds, *Potamogeton* spp. Most widely known and toughest to control is sago pondweed (*Potamogeton pectinatus*). Found in nonacid waters (neutral to alkaline, pH 7 or above) in all states, sago pondweed is responsible for blocking flow in thousands of miles of irrigation ditches.

Sago pondweed is a limp, rooted species which bends freely in moving water. Leaves are rounded in cross section, threadlike, taper to a point, and fan out in water. Sago pondweed is a bushy plant and should not be confused with those pondweeds which have long strandlike leaves that float in water.

Widespread over the United States, sago pondweed is one member of the pondweed family which cannot be killed by applications of sodium arsenite (Hiltibrand 1961). Therefore, a recognition of this pest is necessary so that adequate control measures can be applied. Other pondweeds with tuberous roots may be difficult to kill with contact herbicides.

The leaves of other *Potamogetons* vary in form from broad floating leaves to very narrow and submersed leaves and in some species foliage will vary on the same plant. All pondweeds have a flower spike which extends above the water from the mainstem. Their description and identification are very difficult.

Only a few of the more distinctive *Potamogetons* will be described here. If others are encountered, a textbook key should be used to confirm membership at least to the genus *Potamogeton*. A county agent or agricultural extension station can also be helpful when doubtful species need identification.

**Curlyleaf is Crispy**

Curlyleaf pondweed, *Potamogeton crispus*, as its name indicates, has curled, wavy leaves, a crispy texture, and fine “teeth” along leaf edges. Curlyleaf pondweed is common in temperate United States and extends its range south to Tennessee and Alabama and west to California. It will thrive in hard, muddy, or brackish water.

Another group of submersed pondweeds is the fine-leaved species. These have grasslike leaves which are variable as to the shape of the tip and the type of venation. Leaf edges of fine-leaved pondweeds are entire (smooth) as opposed to the naiad, *Najas* spp., which also has fine leaves, but is finely toothed along both edges.

**Naiads: Bushy Pondweeds**

Naiads, *Najas* spp., are of the family Najadaceae, although some authors include them in the same family with *Potamogetons* (Fassett, 1960). Naiads are collectively called bushy pondweeds; they do not exhibit as much variation within the genus as do *Potamogetons*.

In general, naiads are more uniform plants. Leaves are opposite and somewhat regularly spaced; all leaves are pointed and widen near the base. All species are submersed and there is no leaf variation on individual plants as there is in the *Potamogeton* pondweeds. Naiads flower from axils of leaves.

Two species which are most widespread and troublesome are southern naiad, *Najas guadalupensis*, and slender naiad, *N. flexilis*.

Southern naiad ranges along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts extending northward through the Mississippi basin onto the Plains and North Central States. It is also common in shallow waters in California. Southern naiad has fine teeth on both edges of leaves. All naiads have a widened base but some taper gradually; some have lobes. Southern naiad tapers gradually to the stem. Its dull seeds are pitted across the middle with
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10 to 20 rows of coarse pits. (Hiltibran 1961).

Slender naiad, *Najas flexilis*, also has “toothed” leaves tapering at the base, but seeds are shiny with very fine pits. Slender naiad is a temperate species; it thrives mainly in northern states, ranging westward to the cooler Rocky Mountain and Northwestern States. It is not found in the Plains States.

Any of the several naiad species may be confused with *Elodea* if the naiads appear in closely tufted, shortleaf form. Differentiation is determined by the pointed tips and wider leaf bases of *Najas*, which also has “toothed” leaf edges and flowers in leaf axils.

Final group of submersed weeds to be considered is algae. Algae are free-floating, one-celled, colonial or filamentous, nonflowering plant organisms. Rough greenish coloration is imparted to water when algae are present in excess. Sometimes a typical fishy odor will lead one to determine that algae are responsible for the lessened desirability of a lake or pond for recreation.

Increased growth of algae frequently occurs as the result of fertilizer applied to water to increase fish-growing capacity. Generally, the application of fertilizer to ponds already containing higher aquatic weeds is not a good practice. Frequently with the decomposing of higher weeds following herbicide application, algae, because of lessened competition for nutrients, cause water to become sickly green and rather unattractive.

Exact identification of planktonic and filamentous algae is not always necessary because these can generally be controlled with properly applied amounts of copper, such as copper sulfate, also called blue vitriol or bluestone.

One filamentous species which is more difficult to control, and may require more than an inorganic mineral treatment, is *Pithophora* sp. This alga is typical of filamentous types; it grows attached to rocks and other plants. Cells form long, branched, "strings" which resemble hair when wafted by currents. As with some other species already mentioned, *Pithophora* breaks attachments late in the season and masses on the water surface. At this time it is said to look like a mat of wet wool.

*Chara* spp. is a lower aquatic plant which bears a resemblance to some flowering weeds, but *chara* does not flower because it is an alga.

Recognized by typical primitive whorled branchlets, and its distinctive musky repulsive odor, *chara* or stonewort often marks the deepest point of water beyond which no other plants will grow. Beyond the *chara* line is the water zone which does not receive sufficient light to support rooted plant life (Odum 1959).

*Chara* is dark green, and very brittle. Since it inhabits calcareous water, it is often encrusted with lime deposits. Heavy stands of *chara* are said to have a softening effect on the naturally hard water. Presence of *chara* removes much of the calcium minerals from the water; minerals are apparently “attracted” to *chara* and held to the plant in an insoluble state. So although water may be suspected to be hard, it should be tested so that controls will be accurate. ("Hard" water is water with large amounts of dissolved calcium and magnesium salts, and high carbonate and bicarbonate alkalinity. Carbonates (CO₃) combine with copper and settle out, reducing the amount of copper for plant control.)

A close look with a hand lens should reveal the stem surface of *chara* to be ribbed or lined vertically. *Chara* is highly resistant to most chemicals, and may survive after death of other weeds. Accurate identification can predict this and accusations of job failure will be avoided.

Last group to be considered is surface or floating aquatic weeds. These may or may not be rooted; if rooted, leaves float or extend above the surface; if not rooted, leaves and flowers may stand erect from the floating mat.

One exception will be noted. Some waterlily species will be included in this group although they are rooted and some leaves stand erect, out of the water. Reason for inclusion is so that comparison of different leaf types necessary for identification will be easier.

The duckweed family boasts among its membership the smallest flowering plant and some other very tiny aquatic weeds.

*Lemna minor, Lemna* or common duckweed, is a very small light-green plant which floats on water and reproduces by lateral branching and splitting of the small leaves. Each plant (leaf) has one tiny root which hangs down into the water. Growth and
splitting are very fast and *Lemna* is able to cover a small pond in a short time if left unchecked. Small common duckweed plants are about the diameter of a lead pencil and will not be seen near the shore protected from open water by larger plants. If common duckweed covers a pond, wind may cause the tiny plants to be blown to the windward side of the pond where they “climb the banks.”

Other members of the duckweed family are *Spirodela* sp., giant duckweed, which has several rootlets hanging from the floating leaf. *Spirodela* is only slightly larger than *Lemna* and is usually red or purple on leaf undersides. *Wolfia* sp., watermeal, is nearly microscopic, has no roots, no leaves, and each plant looks like a green grain of sand or collectively as a green scum floating on the surface. It is the smallest flowering plant known.

**Waterhyacinth: Expensive Weed**

Waterhyacinth is probably the most undesired aquatic weed in Florida, the Gulf States, and California. Since its introduction as an ornamental and subsequent escape in the late 1800’s into the inland waterways of Louisiana and Florida, cost of control has reached millions of dollars.

Waterhyacinth, *Eichhornia crassipes*, is a free-floating flowering plant which spreads mainly by vegetative reproduction, budding new offshoots from a parent plant in rapid order. Growth is in a rosette pattern; leaves are somewhat oval and are supported by a long petiole which is inflated and buoy up the plant. Fibrous roots extend into the water and absorb nutrients. New offshoots are bound to the parent plant by strong stolons. Flowers are very showy and attractive, colored white, blue, or violet; there are 6 petals fused into a tube at the base. Many flowers are borne on a single spike.

Waterhyacinth propagates so rapidly that mechanical control is often too slow to keep up with reinfestation. Excessively heavy growths clog canals so that navigation is precluded.

Waterlettuce, *Pistia stratiotes*, is similar to waterhyacinth in that it is a floating plant, but it does not clog waterways as much because interplant underwater connections are weak and easily broken. Waterlettuce has a range similar to waterhyacinth except that it does not occur in California, but does occur in Arizona.

Fleshy, prominently veined leaves have a covering of short, fine hair which makes liquid chemical control difficult without a wetting agent (Weldon 1962).

Waterlettuce may sometimes be found stranded on mud flats at which time it will take root weakly in mud. This plant has a flower, but it is a very inconspicuous one and not necessary for identification.

**Waterlilies, family Nymphaeaceae**, are easily recognized by the large, floating leaves, or pads, and showy white or yellow flowers. There are 4 genera of importance in this family.

**Leaf Structure Spots Waterlilies**

Watershield, *Brasenia schreberi*, is the only species in this genus and is identified by the eliptical (peltate) floating leaf with the petiole, or leaf stalk, attached to the middle of the leaf underside. Watershield leaves have no split as do some other waterlilies. To confirm identification, leaf undersides and petiole are typically covered with a jellylike mucilage.

Watershield flowers are less conspicuous than larger waterlilies and not needed for identification purposes. Watershield is amply distributed throughout eastern United States and occurs locally in the Pacific Northwest.

American lotus, *Nelumbo lutea* (pentapelta), is also the only native species in this genus and is easily identified by the circular floating leaf which is connected to slender, horizontal roots by a stout petiole which joins the circular leaf in the middle. Leaves are somewhat depressed or saucer shaped, and very waxy to the touch. There is no split in leaves.

In the center of the lotus flower, made up of numerous pale-yellow petals, is the conical, fleshy receptacle in which seeds are formed. No other member of the waterlily family has such a conical receptacle; all others are globular.

Of the remaining two genera, spatterdock, *Nuphar advena*, and white waterlily, *Nymphaea* spp., identification may be determined by venation of the floating or erect leaves.

Both genera have variable leaves; that is, they vary from nearly circular to somewhat arrowhead shaped. Leaves of both genera have a split at the point where the petiole joins the leaf. Despite these similarities, overall venation of the leaves is different. *Nuphar* or spatterdock has a
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"ANSAR" 184 D.S.M.A for selective control of crabgrass and Dallisgrass in turf.

"ANSAR" 170 MONOSODIUM METHYLARSONATE a concentrated solution with properties similar to D.S.M.A.

"ANSAR" 138 CACODYLIC ACID a highly effective non-selective herbicide that produces no residual effect.

"ANSAR" 290 METHYLARSONATE + 2, 4 D a combination herbicide effective on both broadleaf and grassy weeds.